Sit Down and Relax

Oasis
The

Oxygen Bar

The Oxygen Oasis is a lovely summery and uplifting
place to relax and enjoy the refreshing and
revitalizing experience of our oxygen bar. Whether it
is wet and muddy or a beautiful summers day, the
oasis is a great place for festival goes to relax and
recharge.

The Oxygen Oasis is the original
festival oxygen bar stall.
It has the pretty and
welcoming look of a
tropical Tiki bar, and
it is a lovely place to
relax and enjoy a
revitalising oxygen
session.

Oasis Decor
Decorated in vines and
plants
giant flowers
hand painted backdrops
bamboo poles
bamboo canopy
brushwood bar fronts
90’ of twinkle lights
subtle mood lighting
friendly and charming staff
plus the all important
Revitalizing
feel good experience of
the Oxygen Bar
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Oxygen Oasis Special Mixes
Try one of our unique special oxygen and
aroma mixes, designed to help you get the
most from your oxygen experience.

O2 Revive
Revive is our special uplifting mix for energy,
for dancing, to bring you back up and to help
you party longer.

Revitalizing Oxygen Bar
At our Oxygen bar guests get to sit and breathe
pure oxygen through aroma therapy flavoured
liquids as part of a really enjoyable relaxing party
experience.
A-5 minute session at our oxygen bar feels both
revitalizing and uplifting - even euphoric in some
cases.
Its sociable and fun and a perfect addition to any
event that likes to treat their guest to new and
exciting things.

Proven Safety Track Record
I was the very first person to
introduce the oxygen bar concept to
the uk festival scene, almost a
decade ago now. After serving over
half million people over the course of
ten years at literally hundreds of
events, my oxygen bars and shishas
have a proven track record of safety,
and naturally adhere fully to all
conceivable health, safety, and
hygiene requirements.
As a festival trader of 19 years
experience I have always maintained
a great reputation with event
organisers, through a co-operative
nature and friendly professionalism,
coupled with a love for what I do.

O2 Detox
Experience the detoxifying

properties of
oxygen with this delicious fruity tropical blend.

O2 Head Repair
Whether it is the night before or the morning
after, head repair will get rid of that headache
or hangover.

O2 Oxygen BLAST
The Oxygen Blast is our secret mix
that can give a rapid and euphoric high.
You will never believe you can get a high
like this from oxygen. Give your mind and
body a blast with the healthiest high available.

£3.50 for a 5 min session
£5.50 for a 10 min session
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6m Stall (Oxygen Oasis)
Pitch Layout

6m
6m

3m

1m bamboo canopy

Scale:1% / 1:100mm

requirements
1 x 16 amp feed
6m x 3m total footprint
capacity:
12 seats

3-5 x Crew passes
1 x on-site vehicle passes
2 x car park passes
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